Tableau Training Resources [1]

Want to learn more about Tableau? Check out the video, "What is Tableau? An Overview [2]."

CU's Skillsoft learning platform includes several Tableau courses:

- Tableau for Data Visualization: Introduction [3]
- Tableau for Data Visualization: Advanced Features [4]
- Tableau Desktop: Enhancing Data Visualizations [5]
- Tableau Desktop: Analyzing Data [6]
- Tableau Desktop: Performing Calculations [7]

The following series requires an access code. Note: You can purchase additional training or user access.

- Tableau Elearning: Tableau Data Analyst [8]
- Tableau Elearning: Tableau Site Administrator? [9]
- Tableau Elearning: Tableau Server Administrator? [10]

The following are documents from previously held training sessions from the Data and Business Intelligence team at CU. You may need to authenticate for access:

- Tableau v. Cognos Parameters [12]

Tableau Video Resources [13]

CU Tableau training videos are only available to CU faculty, staff and students with an access code. Please contact the Data and Business Intelligence team [14] if you need the access code for one of the following videos.

How to log into the CU Tableau Private Server [15]

How to connect to CIW data from Tableau Desktop [16]

How to publish a workbook or dashboard in CU Tableau Servers [17]

How to set up extract refresh and troubleshoot failure [18]

Role Level Security User and Dynamic Filtering [19]

CU Tableau Admin Responsibilities [20]

For more resources, visit Tableau how-to guides [21], Tableau Support [23] or Past Tableau User Group webinar recordings.
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